ACTIVITY KIT

GOOSEBUMPS: GHOST CAMP
READ ALOUDS WITH ANNIE KENNEDY
WEEK 1
Today, we'll be reading chapters one through four. Because Ghost Camp is a chapter book with no pictures, you can sit back, relax, and listen to me read. Following the reading, use these discussion questions to dive deeper into the book:

1. Alex sings a song by the band The Beatles when he doesn't feel well on the bus. What musical artist or song always puts you in a better mood?

2. There are a lot of traditions at Camp Spirit Moon. What traditions do you have with your family or friends?
3. In chapter 3, Harry says that Marv is just trying to scare them, that he "always tries to scare new campers." Do you agree? Is Marv just trying to scare Harry and Alex?

4. What do you think the puddles of blue slime that Harry finds in the cabin are?